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Everything we know about the status of
telecasting in New Zealand points at the
inescapable conclusion: New Zealand will
become a nation served by domestic
direct-to-home (DTH) satellite broadcasting by
this time in 1995; perhapssooner.Coming with
the now familiar roof line bulges' that satellite
service inaugurates will be several important,
new to New Zealand electronic shoppe pieces
of hardware and businesstechniques. The new
hardware (electronics and antermas)will mean
new businessopportunities for existing firms as
well as people who may not presentty be
involved in the consumer electronics industry.
And the new 'software' business, the
programming from the satellites, will cause a
number of ripples in the establisheddistribution
pattern for television viewing material in New
Zealand.
THE SOFTWARE ASPECTS FIRSTPalng for television programming is not a
new concept in New Zealand; SKY Network
present$ reaches into nearly 22a/oof all New
Zealand homes within range of its existing
transmitters and their monthly charge for three
channels of programming has conditioned the
viewing audience to the concept that not all
televisionis free ofa receptioncharge.
In the satellite television world there are four
general categories of television
Two of these 'formats' are typically encoded
such that viewers receive the programming only
after agreeing to pay a (month$) fee to access
the programming channel.

GI$*STDMS,:

1) Fortuitous reception: This is typically
'directed transmissions'
of a non-scheduled
nature; a one-off sporting event being relayed
by satellite from perhaps Australia to Americ4
live covorage of a news event with the
transmission intended for a major news centre
someplacein the world or the satellite relay of
a
commercially
sponsored (advertising
supported) prograrnme b"ing delivered from
point 'A' (such as Los Angeles) to point ts'
(such as Sydney). This is the category of
programming presently found on Intelsat
C-band transmissionsreceived in New Zealand;
and there is less and less of it eachyear. It is not
intended for 'DTFf viewers, the transmission
schedule suits the people it is intended to serve.
and an individual home with a satellite dish does
not quali$ as an intended viewer.
2) Commerciall-y sponsored transmissions.
This is a service that encouragesDTH viewers,
counts the viewers in its own audience
measrrement systern, and sells advertising to
sponsorsbasedupon DTH (plus perhaps cable,
SMATV) homes'. One variation of this is the
religion rooted or 'family values' service which
may carry limited direct advertising but which
'sells a message'with programming
its
content.
It will be many years before we have any of the
first tlpe; there could well be a religion based
service availablehere by late-1994.
Neither fornritous nor commercialty sponsored programming is encoded; the viewer
needs a satellite dish 'system' but no encoding
equipment. No fees are charged for these
charurels.
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FORTUITOUS: Final episodeof 'CHEERS'appeared on satelhtefor world-wide distribgtion months before it
ared n Nern'Zealandt1eft);NHK iJapan) feeds are found daily on severalC banclsatell-ites
trightl.

3)'Entertainment channels'rvith ad'vertising. 'receiver'but aheadof the TV set. Gradually the
ivlost of the servicesavailable world-wide fall encodingfunctions have migrated to the satellite
into this category.LINN. E,SPNwhich are base receir,er. typically as an IRD (integrated
servicesfor SKY are in this categorv:as will be receiver descrambler)rvhich is sold as a module
the Cartoon Network. TNT Television, that fits into a 'pocket' or nest in the receiver.
Discovery Asia, I\,ITV (N,IusicTelevision) and The IRD takes its operating potver fiom the
others. Thesechannelsare encoded(scrambled) receiver suppty, and has multiple mates-with
and require viewers to pay a fee (monthly, connectors that plug it into the appropriate
annuall-v) for access. We'll discuss encoding receiverpoints to allow the receiverplus IRD to
separate$here.
function as a working 'team'. We'll retum to
4) Premium charurels without advertising. this important point.
These are typically the movie services
(Showtime. HBO and others), and, the 'adult'
In many portions of the world the firm that
channels.Thesecharmels.too. are encodedand sells, installs and maintains home satellite
require vierver fee payment fbr accessing.
systems is also invofued as an agent for the
'softivare' prograrnming
or
channels. The theory
A basic' satellite terminal includes the dish is that the average consumer requires some
and its mount the dish-electronics (called initial instruction on coping with the special
LNB), the cable that corurects the dish receiver controls dealing with encoded
electronics to the inside electronics. and the programming and it is less expensiveto bring
actual satellite 'receiver'. This is all the viewer the satellite dealer into the 'sales nstwork' for
needs (other than a television set!) to enjoy the software (encodedprogratnming) than it is
forfuitous
and commercialh' sponsored to have a special Grew that performs this
prograrnmechannels.
function exclusivety.As 'agents'lbr the software
Hower,'er.to receive encoded transmissions services, satellite hardware dealers earn a
the viewer also requires a clecoder.Originalty commission for the initial 'sale' of a sofhvare
decoders were much like the SKY units; (programming) senice. ancl may also recei-uea
stand-alone. separate pieces ol' electronics (small; ongoingcommissionfbr maintainingthe
which inscrted into the linc after the satellite viewer-accounton behalt'of' thc programmer.
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If this is the systern that evofues in New
Zealand. everything about your present TV
sales and service business will change quite
dramaticalty. Here's why.
When you walk into a video (movie) rental
shoppe today, you are surrounded by posters of
movie stars, cardboard cut-outs depicting movie
action, and in the more upbeat shoppes
surrounded by monitors all showing recent
release promotions for (rental) movies.
Compare that with your own present shoppe
where you might have one or TV sets running
with TV1 or TV3 on display.
A satellitesalesshoppebecomesmore like the
former than the latter; the programming services
appointing you as their agent will ship you
posters, cardboard cut-outs, display materials
and reams of handout literature. They want
your shoppe to have the excitement and flavour
of a 'show-business'centre. They, after a[ are
selling software, delivered by satellite. To attract
customers the programmers use the abundantly
available graphic materials and skills of the
movie and entertainment industry to entice the
customer to subscribe to their service. you, as
their agent are expected to dress, act and be a
part of the "entertainment industry" and
presentatiorqto them, is everything.
Act? This is an intensety promotion oriented
business.And it goes much deeper than banners
and posters. As an 'agent' for a selice (we'll
call it SKY SatelliteDirect or SSD for convenience here) you will be assigneda territory' or
reglon, although perhaps not on an exclusive
basis. Within that territory, you will expectedto
'show off the
senrice at public events, to act as
a sampler of public opinion concerning the
programming of the service(s), to defend the
service when splinter groups within your
community find something to beef about with
the service.
You will also be expectedto have (or grow
into. rapid$) all of the necessary test,
installation and display equipment the job
requires. That could even mean that you have
one (or a fleet ofl trailer mounted satellitedish

antennas which can be pulled to a location
(home, tavern, school) for an overnight or
weekend 'sholv and tell' display of the service.
The programmers know liom experience that
the best selling tool for their service is for
people to have it in their home (tavem, motel)
for a display period; say a weekend. To
accomplish this with a minimum of travel and
set-up time, most dealers equip an appropriate
sized trailer (with Ku band antennas the trailer
can be just a couple of metres square, like a
garden style trailer people use to haul rubbish to
the tip) with a satellite antenna. Trailers are
designedto be pulled to a potential customer's
location, discorurectedfrom the tow vehicle,
moved aroundto a spot where the dish can 'see'
the satellite without looking through a house or
tress or hill, and then'anchored down'.
Once in place you unreel your connecting
cable, set the temporary satellite receiver inside
the home and give a quick lesson in tuning the
equipment to pick up the available prograrnme
channels. By leaving the rig in place over a
weekend (or even overnight) the service literally
sellsitself; viewers then know'it works at their
house. and with a sudden abundance of
programming they quickly develop a'feel' for
the excitement that goes with the service.
Experience teaches us that from 50 to 70o/oof
these overnight / over-weekend demos will
result in a sale of a home dish system.
All of this will require some adaptation of
your present businessto the new format. At the
very least, you will be required to step up to a
more 'public' image in your community.

Very few (if indeed any) programming
'channels' will
stand-alone; that is, they will be
offered in a 'programming package' which you
in turn will 'sell' as ",ro many channelsfor so
many dollars, per month."
Well use our SSD example here. The basic
packagewill include (1) a movie channel, (2) a
sports channel, (3) a nervs channel. The price
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satellites is package and install systems, this
might be a good time ro begin looking fbr a
'partner' who can
handle the public side of the
business.Having one individual responsiblelbr
the salesand PR rvhile another stays behind the
scenesmaking certain the technologv-works is
not a bad approach.

BBC World Ser.viceTV- is a likely T\trlZ offering

will be in the range of NZ$44 per month. To
that 'basic' package a customer will have the
optional choice of additional channelsthat will
include (4) a children'scharureland (S) a lqrld
service channel' (such as the BBC World
Service TV). Other choices will be availableas
the service matures and beyond 'basic' the
optional channels will cost the consumer
behveen$10 and $15 per month each.Into the
future special interest channels will include a
businessnews service.a nature-orientedservice,
a music channel and a shopping channel.
Within five years the number of 'programme
channels'availableshould number closeto 20.
All of these programming services will
recognise that you the installing dealer, have
the most direct contact with the new viewing
subscriber and rvill make .vou a part of their
selling s.vstem fbr at least new subscriber
packages.This rvill include a profit-incentive to
your firm to 'ssll' the nelv customer their
particular programming package. While there
may be only a single prograrnme 'package'
oiTered initially (in early days) shorrly there will
be competitive programming packageson offer
and prograrrunersrecognisethat 'brand loyalty'
to their packagesis an important part of their
own success.
I1 you are uncomlbrtable with this aspectof
the business.if you fbel all you want to do with

WIIAT IS A SYSTEM?
The elementsof a home dish systemare:
1) The dish a parabolic reflector with gain a
function of dish size. The original dishesfor C
and Ku band had a true parabolicshapeand the
enerry captured by the reflective surface was
focused to a central point ('prime focus')
directty in front of the dish. Later versions txe
an'offset formula'with the feed mounted low
on the dish'offset from centre'.
2) The mount is simpll' a system to hold the
dish upright at the chosen locatioq with hvo
built-in angular adjustments.One is for correct
setting of the dish elevation (no matter where
you are, the satelliteis always'up') and the other
allows side to side tracking (azimuth). The
satelliteis a (tiny) 'spot'in the sky and the dish
mtrst be aimed at it with great precision.
3) If the dish is flxed in position (i.e., aimed at
installation and left permanently pointing at the
satellite)the complexitv of cabling betrveenthe
dish and the satellite receiver is reduced. The
assumption at this point is that the majority of
(fimt year) New Zealand DTH dishes will
receive programming from a single satellite, and
will therefore not require complex dish to
receivercabling.
4) At the dish there are fwo additionalsystem
elements;the feed antennaand the LNB. The
feed antenna is a miniature receiving antenna
designedto 'see' onl,v the reflective surface of
the reflector. The energy captured by the
reflector is redirected to the feed antenna. The
feed antenna is physically attached (often
arriving to the installer already attached)to the
LNB. The Low Noise Block downconverter
combinesamplification at the satellitefrequency
band with a frequency dolvnconverter.Ku band
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C & Ku BAND
LNBS

SERVO MOTOR

RECEIVER-

<- TO SERVO MOTOR
+- TO ACTUATOR
C + Ku bands home dish; top of the hne system. Note a single feed covering C and Ku is used, but separate
LNBs are requred. Receiverhas built-in dish and polarisation contoller and displa_vhrnctions.

(12 GHz frequency range) satellitesignalsenter
the feedhorn and lorver frequency signals exit
the LNB (such as 900-1400MHz).
5) At the opposite end of the cable is the
satellite receiver. In pure technical terms the
satellite receiver is a 'translator' that processes
the peculiar to satellite FIvI format video/audio
srgtralsto a new signal which can be used by a
standard(PAL) televisionreceiver.

MHz for {lHF) while a satellitesrgnaloccupies
a bandwidth of 27, 36 or 54 IvIHz. A VFIF
television signal is amplitude modulated video,
frequency modulated audio. A satellite signal is
frequency modulated video and the audio is
frequency modulated on a sub-carrier (not
dissimilar to the way FIvI radio broadcasting
transmitsstereoon a subcarrier).
These differences (there are many more)
mean you cannot design a satellite receiver by
simpty creating a 'frequencv converter' to sffi
the satellite frequencies dorvn to the hrning
range of a standardTV set. FN,{video does not
demodulate(display) on a receiverdesignedfor
AM video. And a'channel' 27i36154NIFIz wide
will not fit into a TV receiverprocessingsystem
designedfor a signal7 or 8 i\,IHz rvide.

THE SATELLITE FORI\4AT
A standardVF{F-on}y televisionreceivercan
receive UHF television signals if a frequency
translation device (such as a SKY 'decoder')is
insertedbetweenthe aerialand the TV set. This
works becausea LIHF' television signal has no
important technical standarddifferencesfrom a
VFIF televisionsignal.
A satellite signal has no technical features
The satellitereceiver is purpose designedfor
even similar to VFIF or IIHF television. A VHF the format employed by satellite broadcasters.
signal is contained within a 7 \,ff12 channel (8 The receiver'translates'
the originalFM format
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video and audio to an AM format video srgnal
accompanied by an FM format audio signal
which allows you to connect the output of the
satellite receiver to the input of your existing
TV receiver (or VCR). The final stage of the
satellite receiver contains the same type of low
power TV modulator that you aro familiar with
in VCRs. Just ahead of this stage is a
demodulator stage that converts the FM video
and FIVI subcarrier audio of the satellite srgnal
into basebandvideo' and'baseband audio;'the
same sort of Vdeo out' and 'audio out' signals
you have fiom the rear apron of VCRs.

from any fixed point on earth the earth will spin
on its axis once every 24 hours. Out in space
but relativety close to earth a body' placed into
a circular orbit around the earth will rotate the
earth once every 24 hours as well, provided the
forward speed of the body matches the
rotational speed of the earth times the increased
distance of the body from the centre of the
earth.
Geo-stationaryorbit was calculatedmathematically by Clarke in 1945 alrter he took into
consideration the effects of gravity on a bodv
placed into orbit. He calculated somewhat to
the amazernent of physicists, that a 'satellite'
THE F'REOUENCY ELEMENT
placedapproximatety36,000km above the earth
The standard satellite broadcasting bands' are: and direct$ over the equator would match the
C-band: 3.700 to 4,200 megahertz
rotational speed of the earth and therefore
Ku-band: 11,700to 12,75Omegahertz
appear to 'hover in space' for an observer
Let's put those frequenciesinto wavelength locatedon the earth'ssurfbce.
perspective.One wavelengthat:
Channel I is 6.625 metreslong
Once Clarke calculated a satellite in geoChannel11 is 1.343metreslong
stationary orbit above the earth, he next
Channel27 is 0.577 metreslong
calculatedhow a transmitter placed inside of the
Channel62 is 0.375 metreslong
satellite cormected to an antenna mounted on
C-band satelliteis 0.075 metreslong
the satellitewould 'cover'the earth with signal.
Ku-band satelliteis 0.025 metreslong
Usrng 3,000 megacycles for his calculations,
Clarke proved mathematically that a transmitter
A New Zealand l0 cent coin is 0.023 metres of 'X' power would place a signal of y'
in diameter. If you laid out a tine of 288 of intensity over approximate$ 4oo/oof the earth's
these coins you would have the length of a surface. Every aspect of satellite engineering
channel I wave. So, Ku band satelliteis l/288th today originatesfrom those 1945 calculations.
as long as TV channel l.
To state it another way, everything about the
A Clarke orbit satellite has line of sight'
Ku band receiving system must be done to an transmission to any point on earth within its
accuracy that is 288 times greater than the 4Ao/oof earth 'coverage reach'. Thus the signal
accuracy required for a TV channel I loss between the satellite and the earth can be
installation. Got the picture? You won't get the calculated as 'free spaceloss' of the signal- Free
picture rmless you upgrade your installation space loss is sensitive to the frequency of the
skills by a factor of 288 times!
transmission; at C-band the loss from a satellite
approximates l96dB to most locations while at
THE GAIN EOLTATION
Ku-band it approximates 205dB. As you can
A satellitein geostationary(so-called Clarke see, the loss at Ku is slightty greater than the
Orbit after systemcreatorArthur C. Clarke) is lossat C.
'fixed'in position
By knowing quite precisety the free spaceloss
in orbit above the earth. This
magic is made possibleby the geometry of our between the satellite'stransmitting anterura and
earth's rotational speed. You are aware that your receiving antenna, the business of
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calculating the 'gain requirements' fbr your
receiving systemis quite straight forward. Your
receiving systemmust overcome the lossesand
provide a suitable'margin' of signal to createa
noise-freeset of video and audio clisplaysat the
receiverSatelliteoperatorssuch as PanAmSat do most
of this calculation for you. First they take their
transmitteroutput (in the 10-60 watt range) and
calculate the 'multiplying fbctor' they receive
from the 'gain' of their transmit antenna. In this
calculationa transmitterwith one watt output is
assigneda power \ralue' of 0 dBw: that means
no-dB above the threshold of I watt. A
transmitter with 2 watts output has 3 dB more
power than I watt so this makesthe total output
now 3 dBw; i.e., 3 dB more than I watt. A
transmitter with 32 watts output (such as Optus
at full power) has a transmissionpow'er of +15
dBw.
The gain of the transmittingantennais now
added to the effective power of the satellite
trarnmitter. Forfunately at Ku-band,
a

transmitting antenna of moclest size (0.35
metresdiameter)has high gain: as much as 36
dB when referenced to an isotropic dipole
(Tech Bulletin 939?:p.5).
Satellite operators merge the gain of the
transmitting antenna with the dBw reference
transmitter output power to create 'Satellite
Footprint Maps' and we shorv examplesof such
maps here. These maps tell the satellite receive
system installer precisety the amount of 'signal
available'on the ground at a specificlocation.
These 'dBw coveragecontours' result from
the use of high-gain, directional transmitting
antennason board the satellite. Recall that a
satellitein Clarke Orbit can'see'(i.e.,hasline of
sight to) approximately 4A9/oof the earth's
surface. It is possible to transmit to all of this
area if the satellite operator wishes but in
electing to do so the transmitter power (in
watls) is now spread out over a much larger
region. This results in fewer watts to any
specific earth location since the availablepower
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side the occasionalneed to communicate to
maritime interests.the 'watts' sent down to the
oceanare essentiallywasted.For this reasonthe
satellite designerscreate transmitting antennas
which have enhancedgain in some directions,
lower gain in other directions.The centre of the
signal beam is called balqqlght;'that spot where
the maximum amount of transmissionpower is
'focused'or
concentrated..A.ndlike any antenna
system, the fuither you are from boresight the
Iower the amount of antennagain towardsyou.

t60

t65

170

t7s

l8O

If we have a 32 watt transmitter (+15 dBw)
and we connect it to a satellite transmitting
antenna with 36 dB of gain at the antenna's
boresight, the effective power radiated back to
earth at the boresightpoint is simply 15 + 36 or
(+) 5l dBw.

t8s

OPTUS NewZealand beam is dead on, bu! has no
customersso rs seldom tumed on except for test.

must be evenly proportioned out to the 40Zoof
the earth which the satellitecan'see.'
In the Pacific Ocean Region (pOR) a
Knowing this, we can now calculate the
significant part of the earth is water and settins required 'gain' of our satellite receiving system

PAS-2 Australla

Ver.tlcal gean

(CONTOURS: 47.
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45.
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40,

38.
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OBlrl

PanAmSat PAS-2, scheduledfbr July 8 launc[ should provrde healthy' 0.9 to 1.2mehe class
Ku fbotprints over
New Zealandhomes. The satellitewas designedfor direct-to-home serv'ice
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located at boresight or at any other point within
the footprint area.
If the free spaceloss betweensatelliteand you
is 205 dB, and the satelliteis sending 51 dB of
signal towards us, the gain requirernent for our
receivingsysternwill be 205 - 5l or 154 dB.
That, however, would result in a signal at the
output of our receiving system that has 0 dB of
srgnal to noise ratio. Like any TV receiving
system, the signal (called C or carrier in the
satellite business)must be some number of dB
stronger than the noise to create a viewable
picture (and listenablesound).
The magic number in a frequency modulated
carrier r,ideo system is around 8 dB; in other
words, when we get all done, if we desire
picfures that are not blemished by noise, the
satellite TV carrier must be at least 8 dB
stronger than the systemnoise (Tech Bulletin:
9302,p.4).
So to the 154 dB of our first calculation we
must now add back at least 8 dB to climb out of
the noise and produce a suitable quality picture
on a TV screen. The resulq 162 dB- is the
minimum gain we require in the satellite
receiving systern. But (voltage) gain is only part
of the requirement.
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2.0 dB/170rangetemperatures
at C werecorrmon
l0 yearsago.A./is stateof presentC; B/ is stateof
presentKu Qowerby theyear).

THE NOISE ELEMENT
Noise is a form of interference.At C or Ku
satellite frequencies for all practical purposes
the only noise present in the receiving system is
generated within the system itself. Outside
influences such as power lines or automobile
ignition systems are not a factor at these
frequencies.
Noise created or generatedwithin a receiving
system is thermal or'shot noise' created when
electrons flow. In other words, the transistors
and component parts inside of the satellite
receiving system create noise as they perform
their assignedtasks.
The ideal satellite receiver generates no
(electron)noise. Such a receiverpushesthe law
of physicsjust a tad since the flow of electricity
invofues the movement of electrons and once
you have electrons moving you have noise
being generated. To have a no noise receiver
you must stop the flow of electrons;
accomplished onty by turning off the electricity
required to operate the receiver. A true 'Catch
22.'
But circuit designers have slow$ evotved
component parts which generatevery liffle noise
while still meeting the basic requirements of the
circuit.
The most critical portion of the satellite
recsiver for noise is the first set of amplifier
stages the satellite signals encounter as they
flow through the 'feed antenna' into the LNB
unit- LNBS are rated and sold based upon the
arnount of noise they create. The lower the
amotrnt of noise, the better the LNB quality.
Noise generated within the LNB is specified or
measuredby with one of two systems:by noise
temperahre degreeson the Kefuin temperature
scale,or, by something called noise firure.
At C-ban4 almost all LNBs have
manufacfurer specified noise temperatures in
the degrees Kelvin scale. At Ku-band for no
particular reason the LNBs are specified in
noise figure. The two scalesare interchangeable
(see chart here) and mean the same thing even
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if they use trvo different scalesto statethe noise
contribution within a device.
'Low noise' is
a relative factor. The
relationship between noise contributed in the
LNB and the qualit_vof the satellite receiving
system picture is mostly a logarithmic, not
linear, function. Thus a very small reduction in
noise temperature or noise figure produces a
quite dramatic increase in picture quality on a
satellitereceiver.

o
o)

D

o
E

z
Recall that to produce a high quality picture
lbr a viewer, the CNR (carrier to noise ratio) of
the satellite signal should be at least 8 dB;
meaning there is 8 dB more carrier presentedto
the receiver than noise.
There is with frequency modulated video
something known as the 'threshold effect.' If
you wsre in a laboratory rvith very carefully
controlled srgnal levels presen! you would
observe that picture-noise (called sparklies but
akin to 'snow'in a terrestrialfringe areapicture)
changed very rapidly as the carrier level from
the test transmitter increasesand approachesthe
8 dB CNR regron. The'threshold' for no noise
in the picture is quite dramatic: a test signal of
7.5 dB CN& for example,will have numerous
'hits' (bits of sparklie
noise) marring the
reception. By increasing the signal to the
receiverjust 0.5 dB, suddenly the sparkliesare
gone!
This is the threshol4 the point on a particular
rscsiver where quite suddenty the picture clears
up and you have moved from the fringe area
equivalent in terrestrial TV to a studio-quality
picfure. Because the threshold occurs so
abruptty, even very small mistakes (errors) in
the receiving system installation can sffi you
from above to below threshold. An antenna
alignment error at VHF channel 1 (or II or 27)
creating a ll2 dB 'error' rvould never be
noticed; at Ku band it is dramatic!
In most home installations,you will hope to
have a 'margin' of extra signal available such
that when the systemis peakedup to maximum
pertbrmanceyour CNR is 10,1I or even 12 dB.

U)

Video SNR increases very rapidly for each additional
dB ofCNR until'tlreshold'. thereafter ldB CNR and
SNR become 'more lineal

The difference betweenthreshold (S dB CI.IR)
and the strongest signal your installation
produces is the margin' of the system.
In an example systefiL let us install a 0.9
metre dish for PanAmSatPAS-2 and measurea
CNR or exactly 8 dB. This means that with this
particular dish and electronics, we have 0 dB
margin and everything must be 'spot on' to
produce the sparklie free picture the customer
anticipates.
Now, we exchangethe 0.9 metre dish for a
1.2 metre dish. The gain is 39 dB for the 0.9
mehe dish at Ku and 41.5 dB for the 1.2 metre
dish; a gain improvement of 2.5 dB. With the
1.2 metre dish we should be able to measurea
CNR of 8 plus 2.5 dB or 10.5 dB. The extra
2.5 dB is our margin. \Vith this margin
available, the pointing accuracy of the dish at
the satellite could be 'off or the quality of the
LNB could be 'down'and we rvould still have a
comfortable 8 dB CNR for the customer. On
the other hand, if we had stayed with a 0.9
metre dish there was no margin; the dish must
be dead-onthe satellite(no pointing error), and
the LNB must work to 100% of its rated
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efficiency if we are going to produce the reduction of 1 to 2 dB of signal when the
'threshold'CNR
of 8 dB.
rainfall is more moderate; say l0mm per hour.
That's good for around 1.5 dB of additional
VARIABLES
path loss. If you sold and installed a terminal
Although the satellitehas line of sight'view to with a 2.5 dB'margin,' the 1.5 dB additional
the receive terminal, and for any satellitesNew loss due to a l0mm rainfall will still not be
Zealand will be utilising for DBS reception we noticed. I4 on the other hand, your installation
will be within the intended 'footprint' of the just makes threshold (a 8 dB CNR), the extra
satellite, there are still two variables the installer 1.5 dB will send the reception into 'sparklies'
must consider:
with even moderaterain,
One: Equipment install error and ageing.
The messagehere is that if the dish is installed
Ageing is a minor additional problem. The with 'clear fine rveather' and you have to use
performance of the electronics should be as every bit of antenna pointing skills to reach
good five years after the installation as the day it receiver'threshold',you can expectsomeviewer
is installed. However, cable connections and problems when the rain falls.
'weathering'
of the outside portion can be a
problem as we shall discuss.
LNB GAIN vs. CABLE LOSSES
Two: Rain 'fades.'A 'clear'line of sight to the
The two most important measurement parasatellite assumes air with a relativd minor meters for an LNB are noise ternperature /
moisture content. W-henthe moisture increases, noise figure, and gain. A poor (too noisy)
the losseson the 'path'go up. Recall that a firll temperature will degrade the quality of the
wavelength at Ku band is around 25mm across. srgnal.It works out this way:
Not many'rain drops'approachthis size but the
For every reduction in noise temperafure of
cumulative effects of a hea'ry rain storm can be 40 degrees Kelvin, the CNR will improve 0.6
signfficant at Ku. Quantitative measurements dB. Note there are variables in this equation and
have been made for two decadeson the effects this statementaveragesthose variables.
of hearry rain on Ku band signals passing
Therefore, let's say you have chosen an LNB
(down) through various rainfall rates and a with a noise temperature of 100 degrees (same
seriousscenario is a rain storm dumping 50mm as 1.29 dB noise figure / nO. And you find your
of water per hour between your satellite pictures are just below threshold. By upgrading
receiving dish and the clear air above, causing the LNB to a 60 degreeunit (same as 0.82 dB
the path to lose' 6 dB of signal.
nf) we gain 0.6 dB CNR. If the CNR was 7.5
Rernember the 'marein?' If your margin for a dB wirh the 1.29 dB uni! with a 0.92 dB unit it
particular installation is 2.5 dB, a 6 dB kain will become 8.1 dB (iust above the average
fade' will instantty appear as a lowering of the receiver threshold).
satellite signl to a point 3,5 dB below
threshold. Given these numbsrq your DTH
What about LNB gain? Doesn't that count for
customerwill experienceheavy'sparklies'on the something?
picture (and an accompanying noisy audi<t
charurel) for as long as the hearry rainfall
This is a dfficult concept to grasp for many
continues.
installers. The gain of the LNB is important, but
It doesn't happen very often; it could well in most installations the amount of gain will
happen when your customer isn't even using have no bearing whatsoever on the CNR of the
their TV set.
slgnalbeing received.
Of greater concerr\ especialtyin areaswhere
Most LNB units have approximatety 60 dB of
rainfall is frequent (if not often intense) is a gain. This gain is measured from the incoming
-TECHBULLETIN9404TIJULY
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Ku band signal to the output at the back of the
LNB where the intermediate frequency range
(IF) signal goes into the interconnecting cable.
The total system gain is important (rernernber
the path loss from satellite to receiving anterura
is in the range of 205 dB at Ku; we need
sufficient receive installation gain to overcome
this path loss plus at least 8 dB).
If you sum the various gains in the systenr,
you will find:
a) Transmit power gain (reference I watt of
transmitter power) - 15 dB region
b) Transmit antenna eain - 36 dB region
c) Receive antennagain - 40 dB region
d) LNB - 60 dB regron
Which puts us at 151 dB of gain before we
go into the cable connecting the LNB to the
receiver.
e) The receiver proper where gain is measured from the input of the IF signal to the output
of the dernodulator stage-This is typically in the
80 dB region.
The sum of these gains is therefore in excess
of 230 dB. Weigh that againstthe circuit losses
fiom the satellite to our receiveterminal (-205
dB) and you will sesyou have around 25 dB of

excessgain (some of which will be lost', in the
cable connecting the LNB to the receiver; see
diagram here).
Gain means (signal) voltase amplification. It
must never be confirsed with the overriding
need to maintain a threshold CNR at the
demodulator stage (8 dB or more). In AM
system terms, CNR is the same as signal to
noise ratio (SNR). If you understand SNR in
terrestrial systerns, you are aware that for a
picture to be on the edge of snow (i.e., just
above the point where noise or snow starts to
appear in the picture) requires an SNR of 40
dB minimum (Tech Bulletin 9302, page 2). If
satellite signals were amplitude modulated, we
would never create noise free (i.e., above
threshold) si$als with an SNR of 8 dB!
To complete the calculations, we have to
consider the c.able losses between the LNB
output and the receiver input. The intermediate
fiequency(IF) rangeof 900-1400(or 950-1450
or a wider range of 900 to even 2100 in the
most recent receivers) is the frequency of
concernwhen selectingan interconnectingcable
lbr the run from LNB to receiver.
Typical cables carrying signals between 900
and 2100 megahertzlose a significant amount
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of signal per 100 feet I 30 metres of cable.
Regular (non-foam dielectric) RG-59 series
cableshave typical lossesof 11.0 dB per 100
lbet I 30 metres at 900 MH4 rising to 15.2 dB
at 2000 MHz. The lower loss RG-6AJ foam
dielechic family of cableshave lossesof 8.1 dB
at 900 MHz rising to around I2.7 dB at 2000
MHz.
As a rule of thumb, based upon millions of
installations, if your LNB has at least 60 dB of
gain you can use RG-59 famitv cable for runs
of up to 100 feet / 30 metres.For longer runs,
go to the foam dielectric fami$ cables. What
about larger diameter RG-l1 famity cablesfor
Very long runs?' If the 11 series cable is foam
dielectric. it will be slightty better (by one dB or
so) then 6 series foam dielectric cables. If the
11 is a non-foam (i.e., solid dielectric) it will
actualty be worse than foam dielectric RG-6
f-amity cable. The safest cable to use in most
installationsis a 6-famih foam.
When the cable loss exceeds12 to 15 dB at
the highest frequency in the IF range (such as
2000 MHz for some LNBs, 2100 for others), it
is time to consider using a line amplifier.
Line amplifisrc are frequent$ misused by
installers who do not urderstand their purpose.
A line amplifier is a signal voltage amplifier.
Typical gain values are 10 dB of line voltage
gail\ or, 15 or 2O dB. Yes, you can 'stack'line

amplifiers for more gain but onty if it is done
properg.
A line amplifier will do nothing to improve
your CNR if the CNR is low at the output of
the LNB. You will not get better pictures, you
may actually get worse pictures, if you install a
line amplifier on a cable that is short and does
not need additional line voltage gain. A system
with a 7 dB CNR (i.e., below threshold and
sparkliesin the picture) gets worse, not better, if
a line amplifier is added when it is not needed.
Why? The satellite receiver has an automatic
gain control function, like any TV set. \\Tren
you add a line amplifier and increase the signal
voltage to the receiver, the receiver's AGC
system interprets this as an increase in carrier
level. It lowers the gain of the receiver and in
doing this reduces the CNR of the signal by
raising the receiver's noise level in the process
of reducing the gain. The net result is the
receiver gets more signal voltage, but it
produces a lower carrier to noise ratio. Adding
a line amplifier when it is not required is a
mistake; a bad mistake.
So when do you need one? And where do
you insert it into the line?
A line amplifier is a very simple (and
inexpensive) broadbanded gain device; often a
single stage (IC) covering a frequency range
such as 500 to 2000 MHz. It is not a piece of
laboratory equipment, it does not have a
'quality'noise figure
of its own. It comesto you
with 'F series connectors on the input and

LNB TO RECEIVER L
> 12 dB, PLACE LINE AMP AT -10 dB LINE LOSS POINT
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SATELLITE
RECETVER

output and you provide operating voltage to it
through the cable that interconnects the receiver
to the LNB; a point we shall retum to, shortty.
The line amplifier has a rated 'dynamic range'
and one of the common mistakesis to place the
line amplifier in the wrong place on the line.
The worst possible place for the line amplifier is
at or close to the output of the LNB. At this
point the LNB delivered IF signal levels are still
very strong and by placing the line amplifier
closeto the LNB two bad things happen:
a) The line ampffier is over driven (receives
too much signal voltage from the LNB), and,
b) You exceed its intemal 'dynamic range'
causingit to generateinternal noise.
Many receivers are equipped with a 'signal
level meter' ('S' meter in ham radio jargon).
Mistakenly, installers who are faced with less
than above threshold pictures and unable to
correctty figure out the problem grab a line
amplifier from their tool case and stick it in the
line.
The 'S'meter signallevel meterjumps up and
they think the problern is solved until they look
at the pictures. Yes, even though the S meter
reads higher, the pictures are in the best caseno
better and in the worst case they have an evsn
lower CNR now the line amplffier is added.
One mark of a novice installer is he expects
better pictures after the line amplifier is
installed. Another novice mistake is to spend
very much time agonising about ths 'S meter'
reading on the receiver. In other words, don't
try to equate S meter readings to signal quality.
The meter is a ver-y relative indication of signal
voltage. It is not related to the signal CNR in
any way, and it is possible to create an S meter
reading of full scale by simpty removing the
antenna,/LNB entire$ and replacing it with a
pair of line amplifiers. In other words, the noise
generated by the line amplifiers alone is
suffhcient to 'drive' an S meter to full scale
reading.So how do you realty know you need a
line amplffier?

You may need a line amplifier for those
installationswhere the cable lossesare in cxcess
of 12-15 dB betweenthe LNB and the receiver.
If a line amplifier has ten dB of gain, you say to
yourself:
"If I start at the LNB,
how far down this
cable will I go before I have lost I0 dB of
signal in cable losses?" That's where you cut
the cable and insert the line amplifier.
If the line amplifier has 20 dB of gain, you
will use it only when you have a cable causing
more than 20 dB of line loss, and then you will
place the line amplffier at the point on the cable
where the line loss approximates15-20 dB.
And you are well advised not to stick in a 20
dB line amp where a 10 dB gain amp is called
for; getting too much gain in the system is elery
bit as bad as not having enough srgnal.
The clues that you need a line amplifier are as
follows:
1) Between the lower frequency channels
(typicalty channels I-2-:3-4 on a receiver) and
the higher frequency charmels (a double digit
number such as 24) the picture quality 'falls off.'
Because the higher frequency channels travel
from the LNB to the receiver at a higher
intermediate frequency (IF), the interconnecting
cable losses will be worse on the higher
channels. Thus cable loss will degrade picture
quality first at the higher channels;just like the
differsnce between UIIF and VHF signals in
coaxial cable.
2) The 'S'meter reads much higher on the
lower channels than on the higher channels.
Stop! First look at the picture qualit-y on the
higher channels. If you can see no quality
difference between the higher and lower, forget
what the S meter says.If the meter reads 57 on
a channel I kansponder and only Sl on a
channel 24 transponder, but both pictures look
the same, forget it. Remember, the meter is a
relative indicator; it is not a piece of test
equipment!
3) There seems to be two types of noise
present.The first is the 'sparklie'noise which is
unlike anything you have ever seen on terrestrial
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TV; the colour noise dots look more like
conf-etti than the simple black and white dots
you are accustomed to with terrestrial TV.
These sparklie dots can only be caused in the
FM demodulator;i.e., they can only come from
too low a CNR. Adding a line amplifier rvill not
improve the sparklies.
The secondkind of noise is the more familiar
to terrestrial fringe area installers; a 'graininess',
or the true'snow' of terrestrialTV. This may be
an indication that you need a line amplifier, e{,
it could also mean you have too much IF gain
operating. If you have a combination of high S
meter readings and graininess, this says you
have too much signal to the satellite receiver's
FM demodulator.The solution is to go inside of
the receiver and turn the IF gain control dorvn.

Adding a line amplifier in this situationwill only
make the picfureslvorse.
THE POWBRING SCENARIO
The indoor receiveroperatesfrom 230vac/50
cycles, like all other consumer appliances.The
outdoor LNB portion operates from a DC
voltage;+18 is not uncommon.
The coaxial cable that interconnects the
receiver to the LNB carries the voltage to the
LNB; the current demands are modest (under
200 mils typically).
At the receiver input where the LNB IF signal
enters you have a broad frequency band stage
of additional gain; 'IF' gain to be precise. The
receiver power suppt-yplaces+18vdc on the 'F
series corurector appearing on the back of the
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EARLY HOME satellitereceiverslooked like this using a 70 MHz singie-harxponder IF. Current crop uses 900
NIHz upwards broadband IF. second conversion stageto range such as 70 NtHz where signalsare dernodulated
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receiver where the LNB line inputs. There is a
pror,ision to allow the installer to 'turn off the
LNB polvering voltage on that F fitting for
those situationswhere the LNB is not powered
by the receiver. Some receivers suppty a
separatefuse on this line should there be a fault
on the line.
If the systemincludesa line amplifier, power
for it comes through the line. The line amp
operating voltage is the same as the LNB so
rvhile the polver is passing fiom receiver to
LNB it flows through the line amp where
sultcient current to run the line amp is sampled
liom the powering source.
N,TULTI-POLARISATION SIGNALS
Ivlodern satellites employ a system of
'frequency reuse'
b-v--taking advantage of the
natural discrimination at receivers between
vertically polarised and horizontalty polarised
signals.
Nerv Zealand terrestrial trarsmitters employ
both vertical and horizontal polarisationmodes.
Your experienceas an installerof consumerTV
receivers and antennas has taught you that if
you want the best pictures from local TV
transmitters, your antenna installations must
match the polarisation of the local transmitters.
Terrestrial transmitters are amplitude modulated and in the best case a vertically polarised

terrestrial TV antenna will still detect the
presenceof a horizontally polarised signal (on
the same channel) by displaying co-channel
interferencelines (horizontal across the screen:
Tech Bulletin 9301;p.2).
In the satellite rvorld the TV signals are
frequency modulated and there is a special
situation called the 'capture effect' with FM
signals.The captureeffect ignores the presence
of an interfering co-channel FM signal until the
rnterfering carrier is with 1-3 dB of being the
same strengthas the desiredsrgnal.This means
you can tolerate the presenceof a non-desired
FIVI signal even on the same channel far better
than you can with amplitudemodulatedr,ideo.
PanAmSat r,vill employ both vertical and
horizontal polarisation for its TV signals. Over
on Intelsat, the present C band satellites
(Coop's Technologl'Digest: 9311, p.2; 9312,
p.2) employ circular polarisation which can be
right hand (RHC) or left hand (LHC) and these
'opposite polarisations'
have the same effect in
circular as vertical and horizontal do with 'linear
polarisations.'
To fuither ensure that TV signals transmitted
on vertical transmit antennas do not interfere
with TV signals transmitted on horizontal
antennas, PanAmSat also adjusts the operating
frequencies such that no two transmitters use
the exact same frequency space. Thus we have

LEFT HAND CIRCUI.AR
POL.ARIZ,ATION
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the natural 'capture effect' protection of linear
vertical and linear horizontal as rvell as a
fiequency-oIl3et working to avoid any signs of
the .,ertical signalsat the horizontally polarised
DBS receive terminal. For the home dish
owner, this frequency r€-use system is a very
efficient way of doubling the number of
possible TV programme channels. A twelve
channel receiver (that tunes a 500 MHz
spectrum chunk) becomes a 24 programme
receiver simpty by pertbrming a small change at
the LNB.
It is entirety possible that PanAmSat (or a
future generation satellite) will send TV
programming to New Zealand employing
prograrnme channels that are linear vertical and
linear horizontal. kl this case the terminals you
will be installing will have to include some
method of 'switching polarisations' betrveen
vertical and horizontal. Ideall,v, this switching

will be automaticso that when a viewer dials up
channel I (for example)the receiverresponds
by being connectedto the horizontal portion of
the feed systemantenna.,A,nd,rvhen the r,ierver
switches to channel 2 on the satellite receiver,
the receiver changesto the opposite (vertical)
polarisedsectionof the feed antenna.
There are severaldifferent approachesto this
polarisation switching. The switching involves
the feed anterurawhich has a small 'probe' or
sub-antennaelementburied down inside of the
LNB feed shroud. This probe has a physical
shape and that shape and the position of the
probe determineswhether it 'looks at'','ertical or
horizontal signals. If you rotate or turn the
probe with a small motor that is activatedb1'the
receiver's channel switching, the probe is
aligned with the polarisation of the TV signal.
Each time you switch charnels from a channel

Pol.?otoro I
S.no Molot

Elbow...

Gold.n Rlng''

CI{APARRAL'Polarotof is one of many devicescreatedto's\lritch'polarisations at antennaby remote control
trom the receiver.Actual'feed antenna'is probe, mounted inside of 'feedhom'and not visible here.
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that is horizontal to a channel that is vertical- the
probe tracks to the required polarisation.

SATELLITE
DUE NORTH

Another approach is for the LNB to have a
pair of permanentty fixed probes, one that is
aligned with horizontal signals, one that is
aligned with vertical. Now when the receiver
changeschannels the appropriate fixed probe is
connectedwithin the LNB.
There is one consideration here for the
installing dealer:
One: When the dish is installed, you perform
an initial 'set-up' of the probe's alignment. The
LNB fits onto a 'rotating collar' such that you
can twist the feed portion of the LNB to initially
align the feed probe with the polarisation of the
incoming srgnal. If the LNB has only a single
probe and it is fr,red into position the alignment
of the feed/LNB is a one-time set and forget
step at the time of installation.
If the LNB uses a rotating probe feed, setting
the probe property for one polarisation will also
fix it for the second (i.e., one adjustmentdoes
both). WeTl see why shortly. So, too, if the
LNBlfeed uses a pair of discrete probes will the
tixing it for one also align it for the second since
the two polarisations are always 90 degrees
separated(at right angles)to one another.

Assume for a moment the satellite of interest
is located at 154 east while you are located at
174 east.Your 'view' of the satelliteis from the
'side' and the horizontal and vertical polarised
waves are now 'skewed' (twisted) away from
horizontal and vertical. With the satellite west of
your location (and pointing towards boresigh*
in the southem hernisphere), the horizontal is
now twisted (from your perspective) counter
clockwise. Horizontal is now a straight line
from perhaps 250 to 70 rather than 270-90
while vertical is a line that appearsto you to be
Now some background that you can accept twisted from 0 - 180 to a new line that is
and benefit from, or simpty forget.
340-160 (with 0 being straight at the satellite or
12 o'clock on a watch face).
A satellitethat is due-north of you (i.e., on
the same longitude line as your receiving
So when you set a fixed probe for alignment
location) looks down at you' with its horizontal it's actual alignment will depend upon where the
polarisation absolutety horizontal as you face satellite is reference your due north. If the
the satellite. An4 the vertical srgnal is straight satellite is east of due north for you, the
up and down (vertical) as you look af the polarisation will trmiston your probe by some
satellite.
amount: if west of your location it will twist in
polarisation
Each satellite using linear
follows the opposite direction. Once you have the
the same format; it positions the transmitting probe aligned for a particular satellite, what
antenna feeds such that horizontal is horizontal happens when you move the dish to a new
and vertical is vertical for a point due south (or satellite? The probe's horizontaVvertical
north in the case of northward lookine alignments must change. And? And modern
satellites).
day receivers store in-memory the proper probe
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positions for each satellite if the probe is
movable.
All you realty have to remember is that as you
make an installation, the LNB probe(s) must be
aligned for peak signal from the linear polarised
satellite signal as it arrives at your location. If
you do not 'peak' this adjustment, your CNR
'margin'will
be adverselyaffected (l).

'INSIDE'THE

POLAROTOR
A small sewo (or DC) motor drives t}re brobe,
antenna through approximately HA degrees o
rotation. The probe is the 'pick up antenna' for the
LNB and its position, relative to the incommg
wavefront determines whether it responds to vertical
or horizontal polarised sigrrals.
The motot's position (and thus the probe posihon) is
controlled by a driver circuit. pulse Width N{odulation
(PWM) signals ongrnating at the receiver send varying
width (ength) pulses to the driver cucuit; pulse wrdths
of 0.8 to 2.2 ms are typical. At the probe rotator, the
pulse length translates to a dnluig signal tor the motor.
A potentrometer provides feedback from the motor to
indicate where the probe is located. A 1.5 ms pulse
positions the probe in the cenhe of its range (i e. +/- 70
degrees from either 'stop' end). Shorter pulses move
the probe counter clochnrise, longer pulses move rt

SWITCHING VOLTAGES
If your feedhorn probe uses a small (DC)
motor to rotate the probe, this requires an
operatingvoltage. At the sametime the probe's
actual position at any instant must be 'fed back'
to the receiver so the receiver knows when to
switch the probe to a new alignment(a function
clockrvise.
of which charurelthe viewer has selected).
The pulsesaretypically standardTTL logic (+5 vdc
The operatingvoltage for the probe motor is
and0 volts)with a reprateof I 7 to 2l milliseconds.
typically in the 5vdc range and the receiver
provides a terminal strip with this voltage, an{
To handle these probe switching functions
a 'pulse' si$al on it. The 'pulse' signal is an typicalty requires two wires and a shield
electronic counting device which interrogates (ground). One wire is for the probe motor
the feedhorn probe electronics asking ,,Where voltage (wire colour typicalty red), the second
are you pointed, now." The probe motor will wire is for the probe's pulse counter (wire
swing the probe l/4th of a circle (90 degrees) colour tj"ically white) and the third wire is a
between vertical and horizontal. Thrx onoc you ground wire for both circuits. Experience has
have set up the system so that the probe aligns taught us that the pulse srgnal on this line is
with either vertical or horizontal maximum subject to unwanted interference from nearby
signal on a satellite, when you switch channels EMF fields. Objects such as FfV lines, fence
to the opposite polarisation a voltage goes to the conkollers create 'static pulses' which often
probe motor telling it to turn on just long 'fool'the pulse intemogator into thinking pulses
enough to move the probe over l/4th turn. are on the line. The solution is to use two wires
Then the voltage shuts dorvn and the pulse with an aluminium foil 'shield' plus a separate
si$al asks the probe to verifu it has arrived at ground wire.
the new location.
All of this is automatic for the viewer once DISH ROTATION?
the installer sets up the individual installation.
To this point we have dealt with a single
'fixed
And if your installation uses
probes' (one frequency band, singfe satellite installation. The
each for both polarisations), the effect is the assumption has been that a single satellite (such
same;changing channelschangespolarisationif as PanAmSat PAS-2) will have all or most of
the viewer has selecteda new channel with a the Viewer desirable' programming which will
polarisation that is opposite to the channel they initialty intsrest New Zealand DBS vielvErs.
were previously watching.
The 'packaging of programming' is clearly
beyond the scope of this technical analysis and
U e probe 'between polansahons,responds to both those requiring
the best estimatesof this rapidly
creating noise not unlike sparklies as the carriers interfere
changing area are referenced to Coop's
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Technology Digest (2) rvhich reports on this
lielcl in eachissue.Still. if trvo or more satellites
will caff\,' programming of interest to Nerv
Zealand liewers, what happensto the dish that
is fi-red on a singlesatellite'l
For experiencewe turn lrst to New Zealand
in the mid 1980s when C band satelliteservice
brought in AFRTS (and later CNN), and, to
presentday Europe.
A dish that moves lateralh (east and west so
DC Motd
as to point at each satellite as required) is a
Holic8l Goarin€
2
Holical G6u
3
considerabl,vmore expensiveinstallationthan a
4
Hola (Wi6 In)
Wafing Borrd
fixed satellitedish createdfor alignmenttowards
(Connectir
dc Motor)
a singleClarke Orbit Belt satellite.
Pinion Geu (Spur)
6
7
Potontiomoto, (1GTu.n. lOK)
A dish that moves requiresa motor systemto
A
Goer (tusiti'cn 56nsing)
Housing (Oi€ Cast
move it. That alone is in the NZ$200 range in
Alloy-Zinc)
'dish
r
0
Gasket
quantity. Most
mover' motors are acfually
Oulput G€at
1
2
Slip Clutch
motorised Jack screws' and their technolory
t3
Fast€n Scril
'14
Integral gral@
precededsatelliteinstallationsby many decades.
l5
Glue (Water Resistanco)
r6
A motor that moves the dish is seldomadequate
Mountang Trunnion
17
Eall Scrfl
for a consumer;knowledgeof where the dish is
l8
Nur (Srst)
r9
Outer TUb€ - Chromed
pointing (at any instant) is also required. So to
Fioished
Oud a Water-p.@t Seat
the motorised jack screw lve add a 'dish
(OoubloLrps x 2pirc6s)
controller' which can be a stand alone 'box' or
Inner Tub€FChohod
Finrsh€d
the controller functions can be built into the
2
Head Holo wrth 8€aring
73
R€t.aqt Lrmrtd
receiver proper. The controller is semi intelli24
Nul (8ronu6)
25
ACME S€.*
gent; by using'feedback' (a systemver;vsimilar
6
*p
On E.xt Safi
to be probe location pulse counting system)the
controller keeps track of 'the location' as the
INSIDE /The guts of a typical dish rnover (actuator)
dish moves. This feedback data is interrogated
by the controller's microprocessor and this in the numbers changeon the screen. As the dish
turn creates a display that tells the viewer the jack screw moves the dish, the feedback
relative position of the dish at any instant.
generator built into the jack screw sends data
Simplistic controllers use sequentialnumbers back to the receiver and the display numbers
(such as 1-250) that scroll on the display face changeas the dish moves.
as the dish moves. If the viewer knows or has
It is up to the viewer to stop the dish
been told by the installer that "147 on the movement when the counter says the dish is
counter is Optus Bl and 179 is PanAmSat2" now pointing at the intended(nerv) satellite.
then the user pushesan 'east'or'west'buttonon
The next step up in controllers will store into
either the controller, the recefuer, or on the memory the count-number (feedback data) for
hand held remote control and visualtywatches
each satelliteof interest.Norv the user pushesa
button that says "Opfus B1" or "PanAmSat2"
zl coop's TECHNoLocy DIGESTis pubtished
and the microprocessorextracts from memory
ten times per year, typically 40 pages,and sent fast post.
the
count number of the chosen satellite.
A one year subscrip[on is NZ$250.
calculateswhether the number is less than or
ll
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more than the present satellitelocation, and
instructsthe jack screw accordingly.The viewer
only selects the desired satellite; the
smart-controllerdoesthe rest.
Some higher priced receivers combine dish
moving and channel (satellite transponder)
selection into the memory bank. Now the
viewer becomes even less aware of the
mechanics,selectingperhaps'AustraliaABC' on
the receiver or remote button. This causesthe
receivermicroprocessorto ask"LVhatsatellite is
cwrrently in view, which channel is currently in
use?" After the microprocessorhas calculated
the differences in jack screw motor count for
the new satellite and the held-in-memory
receiver channelling information the dish starts
to move while the receiver automaticalh tracks
(moves) to the new channel. All of this is
invisible to the consumer/viewer rvho equates
this to simpty changing charurels.In a suitable
microprocessor controlled receiver, the LNB
probe polarisation is also automatically 'reset'
from data storedin memory.
So to move the dish, to this point, we must
have a dish mover and a dish controller. There
is more.
A dish that will remain essentially'fixed'(once
installed; in azimuth and elevation presentsonly
minor technical (design) problems to the
builder. For example,considera dish ttrat is 1.2
metres in size, sits upon an 'L' shapedbracket
attached to the side of a home. Assuming the
chosen wall of the home is north facing the
dish will need to pivot on the mount over a
limited range of onf,v +/- 5 degrees(azimuth) to
be usable at any location in New Zealand.For
elevation, a dish used only on PanAmSat2 will
require 'yawing' (going up and dorvn in look
angle) over a range of +/- 6 degreeswithin Ner,v
Zealand(pages33,34).
A dish that must move (whether manually or
by motor drir,e) fiom satellite to satellite

CLARJ(E ORBIT ARC as it appearsto you

requires a new set of mechanics. A bit of
geometry is invofued.
The Clarke Orbit belt is an imaginary but
well mapped 'track in space' where satellites
reside if
they are to maintain their
near-equilibrium over time. The belt is
graphicallyrepresentedas an 'arc' or curved line
in the sky to our north that reachesits greatest
height above the horizon due north of your
location. Towards the eastem and rvestem
horizons, the arc gradua[v becomeslower and
lower until it meets the horizon at some point
that is roughly west north-rvest of Srouand east
north-east.
If you set out to design a satellite dish mount
to hold the antenna upright but pointing (with
some adjrxtments possible)at only one spot in
the sky, that is one challenge.If, on the other
han4 the mount must allorv the dish's
"boresight" (direction
of pointing) to follow or
track the curving Clarke Orbit Belt arc in the
slry, this is a quite different mechanical
challenge.An earth bound telescopethat tracks
a particular star or star-cluster faces a very
similar problem.
An arc-tracking mount is known by various
namesincluding horizon-to-horizon' and'polar
mount,' and these mounts mimic the Clarke
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Orbit Belt as the dish is moved from the highest
elevation satellite (at or near due-north from
you) to those lolver and lower to the horizon
towards the east and rvest. The solution to
'perfect tracking'
is a challenge and several
generations of home dish systems in North
America and Europe lvere required to 'get it
right.'
Here are the basics:
1) Knowing true north (corrected for magnetic deviation) is the first stepfbr a location.
2) The polar mount is adjustedat the time of
installation for something called 'declinatiorl' a
one time correction factor that literalty'tilts'the
dish on the mount a rather precise amount to
compensatefbr the receir,eterminal's latitudinal
location.
3) The pivotal axis of the mount must be
aligned rather carefully to true north by south.
The dish 'rotates' (moves) around this axis in
tracking but the axis itself maintains a
magneticallycorrectednorth-southposition.
4) All dish mounts have an adjustment to set
the initial tnclination' or amount above the (flat
earth) horizon (to the north) that the dish
points; i.e., how many degrees'up?'. With the
dish pointed true norttr, and using an
inclinometer (angle finder) you adjust the
inclination / elevation such that the dish has an
'up angle' that corresponds
to a previous$
calculated angle for the location (see charts
here, pages33 and 34).

POLARAXI

DECLINATION is an'offset'that tips the dish top
arvay from the polar axis arm.

INCLINOMETER is angle finder; if it has hvo
scales,use the edge appearingbelorv'0'mark on scale

An angle finder is a carpenter'stype device
which has a flat surtace (see illustration) which
you lay against a flat (typicalty rear of dish or
mount) surface on the dish that correspondsto
the dish inslination angle. The dish adjustments
are made until the calculated angle (such as
39.4 degreesfor Hastings)is read on the angle
finder.
5) With the initial inclination angle set after
the mount has been declination-corrected,the
dish will come very close to tracking the Clarke
Orbit Belt towards the eastand west horizons.
Simply put, the dish will move west or east
under manual or motor control while steadily
pointing closer and closer to the horizon (lower
and lower) as you go fuither from due-north.
There are opportunities for error here. The
most common mistake is to improperly set the
declination adjustment. When this happens the
dish may, for example, track satellites either
side of due north (due north in the satellite field
is always referenced as 0 degrees,and is ahvays
true north as corrected for magnetic
declination), but, will gradually depart liom the
Clarke Orbit Belt as you move the dish further
and further towards the horizons, or to due
north. This is illustrated.
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LOCATION

KAITAIA

5.65degrees

AUCKLAND

5.84degrees

IIASTINGS

6. I 9 degrees

WELLINGTON

6.40degrees

GREYMOUTH

6.52degrees

CHRISTCHURCH

6.64 degrees

DUNEDIN

mount by a few degreesin either direction. As
the dish is assemble4you install (or leave out)
shims or washers to achieve the required
declinationoffset your area requires as the dish
goes onto the mount. The amount of
declination(offset) can be measuredto typically
0.5 degreeswith an inclinometer by comparing
the polar axis setting (see tables, pages33 and
34 here) to the declination measurementpoint
to achieve the offset shown to left for your
region.

POLAR ILYIS
DECLINATION

6.87degrees

Offset angle for drsh hub-flat-surface from polar
axis; courtesy Nigel Clough. Warkanae

Some mounts sold do not provide for
declination offset. Avoid such mounts if you
rvill be using the antenna system for Clarke
Orbit Belt tracking. The declination offset will
be essentialtythe 'same' (i.e.. same amount of
adjustment) for a fairh sizeable area of the
country. As an example, from Wellington to
Hastings and east-westacrossNorth Island will
require essentiallythe same offset adjustment
(+l- 0.1 degrees). This means that when
installing dishes in the same geographic area
once you have declination offset masteredfor
your are4 you will simpty repeat the process
with each dish installed without much thought.
Dishesaccomplishdeclinationoffset mechanically; usualty using 'shims' or metal washers to
allow the installer to 'tilt' or'tip' the dish on the

DISH POWERING
If the dish is equippedwith a motor drive, it
requires operating voltage as well as position
sensors.Most actuatorsoperatefrom 24 to 36
volts dc and power for this comes from either
the dish controller or the receiver if it is
equippedfor this function.
Position sensingis done with a system similar
to the rotational sensorin the feed probe. This
requires three wires, one of which is the wrap
around shield. Another is a dedicated ground
and the third is the feedback transmission wire.
As the jack screw motor operates and the
movement arm lengthens or shortens, there is a
feedback loop from the actuator afin to the
conkoller. The actual data can come from a
ten-turn precision pot that translatesthe actuator
extension to pot resistance, or, some form of
Hall Effect or other (pulse) generator installed

CTARKE
ORBIT

-t-$

To accuratelytrack the avaitablesatellitesfrom
your location,you must adjustthe antenna's
mountto the correctdeclinationsetting.

MIS-SETTING the declirtatronoftbet wiil result in Clarke Orbit Belt hacking errors; correctionssuggestedhere.
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on the actuator. The 'feedback'is interpretedby
a microprocessorin the controller / receiver and
produces a display for the user that relates
where the dish is pointed. For the same reason
shielded rvire is important for the feed probe
pulse transmissio4 only shielded wire is used
for the actuatorfeedbackcircuit.
The dish movement jack screw is fypically
equippedwith 'end of arm'limits to make it less
likely (impossible is another word) the user will
in error drive the jack screw off at its extended
end, or try to 'ram' the jackscrew in after it has
already reached minimum length.
N,Iost acfuator arm fbedback systems are
reasonabtyinsensitiveto long line runs but the
DC operated motor line is subject to the usual
TR' lossesfound in any DC powering sysrem;
long line lengths require larger diameter
powering wires (a typical actuator draws from 3
to 6 ampsDC).
C-BAND or Ku?
The Pacific Ocean RegorU to this poinq has
received limited C-band satellite coveragefrom
Global beaming Intelsat satellites.New satellites
coming on line ovsr the next 36 months will be
both C and Ku. Australian Aussat (and the
replacement Optus) satellites are limited to
Ku-band.
North American satellitesbegan as C only but
Ku has in the past 12 months become
increasingty the band of choice.' European
satelliteshave concentratedon Ku services.
Between the two, Ku-band offers the
advantage of smaller receiving antennas
(generally 1/3rd the physical size of C), and in
production quantities, s@htly less expensive
electronics. For the satellite operator, Ku beams
can be 'focused' more precisety than at C,
creating the opportunity to fashion transmission
coverage forjust a single country (Japan is an
example).
New satellites coming on line for the pacffic
Ocean Regon have both bands on board and
the choice between C and Ku is largety made
bV (a) the availability of transpondersfor lease

(to programmers), (b) the cost of the
transponders(CTD: 9405, p.2), and, (c) the
intended viewing audience. programming
services created for direct viewing by an
audience that will have to make a purchase
decision for a dish system usualty opts for Ku
band since the cost of Ku band home systems
can be as low as l/3rd the cost of similar
C-band systems. By selecting Ku-band, the
prograrnmer knows it will attract more viewing
homes,sooner,becausethe cost to the viewer is
lower, and, the dishessmaller.
C-band dishesare general$'perfbrated mesh'
although solid aluminium and fibre glass
(equippedwith a reflective material since fibre
glassby itself is transparent to radio signals) are
still offered. Perforated mesh surfaces 'won1r'
some newcomers to the satellite field. The
answer is that perforation holes in the metal
surface do not allow satellite (microwave)
signals to 'slip through' provided the hole
dimensions are kept under 2.lmm at Kr4
6.4mm at C.
The best'reflector surface is a solid piece of
lightweight, strong
but
pliable metal.
Aluminium is an example. The next best
reflector surface is anything of the propcr shape
and curve which will reflect microwave signals.
Fibre glassdishesreflect on$ becausethey have
a reflective surface added; either metal
'screening'
sandwiched inside of the fibre glass
form or a spray-on zinc or similar reflective
coating. A piece of metaf with holes punched
in i[ will be 99o/oas efficient as a solid piece of
metal provided the marimum hole size does not
exceedapproximatelyl/l2th of a wavelengthat
the operating frequency. At 12,000 ltrftIz" a
wavelengthis 25mm long and lll}th of that is
2.1mm. At C-band, the holes can be up to
6.4mm maximum size (holes can be round,
oblong even square, provided their longest
dimension does not exceed the dimensions
given).
Punchingholes in metal does severaldesirable
things to the antenna,including:
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a) 'Opens it up' so the rvind pressureis reduced;
b) Allows some of the moisture striking the
dish in a driving rain to'blow through'. reducing
the'load' on the antenna;
c) Makes the antermaat least partially'transparent' since the openingsfrom a distancemake
it seemmore like a screenthan a soliclsurface;
d) Reducesthe weight of the antennaby the
amountof metal'punchedout.'

The curved surface creates the focusing
effect. T'he satellitesignal(s)interceptedby the
reflector are redirected in a new direction. At
any instant in time, the reflector collected
ener$/ convergesat a singlc {bcuseclpoint out
in front of the reflector.
It is at this "focus point" that you place the
LNB + feed antenna. Ihe f-eedantenna 'looks
at' (sees)the reflector as a 'spreadsignal source,
(as opposed to a point signal source) and the
gain of the antenna system results fiom the
capture area of the reflector plus its ability to
DISH MISTAKES
'parabolic'
The dish has a
shape.The parabola redirect the capturedenergr to a single. focused
is a geometricdesignwhich a modem dictionary point.
describes:
"An open plane
The secret to a property rvorking parabolic
curve Jbrmed uya the
intersection of a cone with a plane parallel to reflector and its focus point collection ability is
the accuracy of the reflector. If the physical
its side."
distancefrom the reflector surlbce to the focus
In plain English:
"Each point
point
is equal for all points on the reflector, the
on the parabola's surfoce is
equidistant from an imaginary point at the signals intercepted by the reflector arrive at the
focus point 'in phase.'In other words, they 'add
centre of theparabola."
together.' I4 on the other hand, the reflector
In even plainer English:
The satellite is a source for radio wave surface is somehow distorted and signals
signals. The signals travel some 40.000 km or reflecting from one portion must travel further
so to the (parabolicshaped)dish'antenna.'The from the reflector to the focrx point than signals
'dish' is a reflector;
the satellite signal it bouncing off of a different portion of the
'out of
intercepts is stopped by the metallic or reflective reflector, the focus point signals are
qualities of the disll turned aroun4 and phase.'Theycancelone another.
"focused" to a
The accuracy of the reflector surface (i.e..
singlepoint.
how true every point on the surface is to the
desired parabolic shape) is a major part of the
antenna's performance. Placing a properly
designed'feedantenna'at the precisetbcal point
is the rest of the equation.

PARABOLIC: All energyshikrngreflectoris
refocusedto'cenhal'(Ged)point

Surface accuracy is not a simple thing to
'prove' in the
field. But there are a few steps
you can take to approximatethe accuracl'.
1) Sight along the dish rim: Stand back from
the dish and with your eyes focus on the
furthest edge of the rim. Now move your head
slightty to see if the nearest edge of the rim
aligns (exacttyfollows) the far edge of the rim.
If the two rim segmentsalign in some spots but
not in others, the dish is 'warped' (i.e., it is
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somehow hvisted on its own central hub).
Warped dishesoccur r,vithsectionaldesignsthat
break the parabolic 'circle' into segments(such
as 4 equal quarters)and then attempt to put the
sectionsback together as a rvhole. Virtualty all
dishes larger than 2 metres in diameter are
assembled in 'sections.' Depending upon the
amount of 'warp' the dish may perform OK on
C band (longer wavelengths, greater antenna
error tolerances)but bad on Ku, or, be unsuitShallow (eft) versus deep (right)
able for either band.
2) Focal point distance:Use a tape measure with a simple measurement. A taunt edge
or string and measure the distance from the rim (string) is shetched from dish edge to dish edge
of the antennato the focal point. Do this at least (such as 3 o'clock to 9 o'clock) and using this
four times from 4 widety separatedidentical taunt edge as a reference)measurethe distance
points around the edge of the dish to the foc.al from the string to the deepest(centre) surface
point. The measured distance should ahvays be point of the dish. Write that number down.
the sarne(same: within 6mm at C band 2mm at
Now measure with some precision the
Ku). If it is nof the dish is not parabolic.
diameter of the dish; from edge to edge. Many
3) Cross hairs test: Run a string from the 12 manufacturers round off dish sizes (usualty
o'clock position to the 6 o'clock position using upwards) and a so-calledten footer may in fact
some care to ensure the two points of string bs 9'10". Write down the exact diameter.
attachment are 180 degrees apart (on a 36O
With these two numbers we will determine
degree circle). Now run a second string from 3 the flD of the dish: focal length to Diameter.
o'clock to 9 o'clock. Where the two stringscross Using the same measurement units (mm,
is the centreline for the focal point (not the inches), start with a 9'10" diameterdish that has
actual focal point). Check now to veri! that the a depthof 19". 9'10" is the sameas 118" .
feed is precisely behind the cross-hairson a line
that begins in the centre of the dish (the middle
The focal point (where the feed antenna is
of the hub), passesthrough the cross hairs and located)formulae is:
ends up in the middle of the feed antenna
assemb$. This verifies the accuracy of the focal
Focal point equals diameter squared
point on a working distr, or, establishesa line on
divided by 16 times the depth.
which the feed antenna should fall when a dish
is installed.
So diameter(118") squaredis 13,924
If the feed antenna produces maximum slgnal
16 times 19" (depth)is 304
with the feed located offof this line, the dish is
warped or distorted.
13,924 divided by 304 is 45.8" and that is the
4) Determining the focal point for a dish: On focal point (location for the feed antenna).
a fully parabolic (as opposedto spherical)dish Now, finding the antenna fiD (ratio) requires
you can determine the location where the feed that you divide the fbcal distance(45.8") by the
antenna (LNB) should go even if that dish diameter(118").
information is 'missing.' The 'focal point' is a
function of the'depth of the dish'. Some dishes
45.8 divided by ll8 is .388 rvhich roundsup
are known as 'deep' while others are called to .39. Dish manufacturersand engineers
refer
'shallow'.
We determine 'deep' and 'shallow' to the 'flD' when they are designing the feed
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FOCAL DISTANCB and depth Qeft hand) are discussedin text. LNA/BiF rnstallsat drsh focal pornt and centres
(tn-out) to within 5mm lvhen properly focused (vrthin 6mm at C band 2mm at Ku) Angle C is polar aris
inclination for yow location (same as your degrees in latifude), measureduprvards from base of dish. B
(distance from edge of dish lip to feed cenhe) should be equal from any point on the dish lip to dish cenhe.

antenna. The challenge is to create a feed
antenna which 'illuminates' (sees evenly) the
entire dish surface. The feed antenna has its
oln 'pattern' and if it 'sees'the central area of
the dish better than its sees the edges, the
transfer of reflected energ/' originating around
the edges of the dish will be less efficient than
the centre region. When this happens,the gain
of the antenna system is degraded simpty
becausesome of the reflected enerry is lost by
the inabilil,v of the feed antenna to capture
('see')it.
The imporlant point here is that not all feeds
work well with all dishes. Some feeds are
designed to work best with deep dishes
(tlpically f/D ratios of .3 or less) while other
feeds work best with 'shallow dishes' (f/Ds
larger than .35) A reputable antenna
manufacturerrvill speciS either a specilic feed,
or, category of feed for his dish. Lacking that
information, you can calculate rvhether you
need a 'deep dish feed' or 'shallow dish feed'
based upon the mathematical exercise just
outlined. Selectingthe rvrong feed can cost you
zdB of signal or more; the difference, for
example, befween a 6 dB CNR and an 8 dB
CNR.

NOT A PARABOLA
A parabola is a complete geometric form. It
turns out that for our antennapurposesyou can
achieve the gain of a parabola by using only a
sectionof the full geometricform; pror,'idedthe
size of the segmentis suitablylarge.
These'segment-of-parabola'antennasare
calledby many names;sphericalis one of these
names. Commercially, manufacturers often call
thesesegment-oGparabola
antennas'Offsets.'
As illustrated here. a segment of a parabola
has the shapegeometry of a parabola,only it is
but a portion of the full parabola. This changes
Parabolrc

Spher ical

OFFSETS are sphericalin shape,segment of parabola
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the location of the focus point significantty, and
that's not all bad. Rather than focusing to the
centre, the spherical focuses to an oFcentre
position. In most commercial offset antennas
the focus point has been designed to appear at
or near the base or bottom of the antennaLooking at the diagram here, you can visualise
why this happens.
Offset antennasare vfly popular for Ku band
purposes because with physically smaller
antennas they make it possible to position the
LNB + feed anterma down near the bottom of
the structure. This makesit far more convenient
for the installer to install, work on, and 'peak'
the antenna since the electronicsand feed are
situatedcloseto the baseof the 'affay.'
Offset antennagain is virhully identical to full
parabola antenna gain prolided the sqrrarearea
of the reflector surt-aceis identical between the
two comparison antennas.Thus by selecting an
offset Ku antenna, you are not sacrificing
anteruragain in the process.
During the past 18 months, entirety new
materials have entered the shaped reflector
business. One of the most innovative is
ABS-Potymer; a variant of plastic. Plastic, of
course, is transparent to radio frequency waves
so like fibre glass dishes, a reflective material or
coating mtrst be applied. As Nigel Clouglr (29
Matai St., Waikanae:O4-293-2058)notes:
"ABS-Polymeris an amazing
material- When
sheetsare heated to about 2A0 degreesC they
assumea pliable state and are readily vacuum
moulded into very complex shapes with very
high accaracy- On cooling they retain that
shape witfutut unpredictable shrinkage and
what is more this shape becomes 'memorised'
so that upon being deformed by force it wishes
to return to its memorisedshape. You end up
with a non corroding highly resilient product
at km cost-"
Dishes of ABS-Potymer are now market
leadersin European Ku DBS applicationsand
the size range being done (below lm to l.5m)
rather precisely fits our ftety PAS-2 and other

SPHERICAL: PARA.BOLA SECTION

OFFSET/spherical uses segment of parabola.By
selectrng'top'portion, feed mounts low on antenna
and often closer to mount and installer

Ku band home DBS antenna requirements.
Equalty important, the specialised computer
derived 'shaped reflectors' that produce
enhanced gain when married to suitable fesds
are more easily created with ABS-Polymer than
most metal or fibreglasstechniques.
'Shaped reflectors' can
be straight forward
sphericals, or they can be some computer
modelled variation of the true spherical. Recent
shaped parabola's have become 'flatter and
flatter' (approaching totally flat) as the
technolory surrounding the design of feed
antennas has matured. Think of a 'shaped
reflector' as nothing more complicated than it
being a 'segment of a segment;' i.e., the
spherical is a segmentof a full parabola, while a
shaped antenna is a segment of a spherical.
Each time the antenna designer selectsa smaller
segment of the original segment, the amount of
reflector curve is reduced (in both directions) so
the surface becomes closer and closer to a flat
surface. As long as the feed antenna design is
modified to 'illuminate' these flatter and flatter
segments, the system gets better and better
(from the viewpoint of ease of manufacture,
easeof shipping plus installation).
Totaty flat antermasdeservea mention. They
are designedfollowing Tresnel Lens'theory and
their present state allows gains of (a claimed)
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cablesshould be 'tie-wrapped'to the base of the
mount and if you are using a motor driven
actuator assemb$, rernember to leave a 'turning
loop' in the cable(s) to allow rotation through
the tuming radius.
True parabolic dishes have the feeds pointing
'down' (because
of the dish inclination angle) so
moisfure can not 'drop in.'However spidersand
other insects (especialtywasps) love the nice,
snug interior of the feed and you may need to
cover the feed over with a fine plastic mesh.
Don't seal the feed opening entirety; that allows
moisture to condense(the LNB will run warrner
than the surrounding air). The fine plastic
netting must be plastic; no metallic strings in it
becausethey will attenuate the C or Ku waves.
Offset dishes often have feed openings that are
pointed slightty upward when correctly aligned.
This invites moisture inside and in areas where
it snows, snow will fill up the feed.
Snow or ice on the surfaceof a dish (whether
parabolic or spherical) will cost you srgnal;
more so at Ku than at C. Your customers
WEATHERPROOFING
should be advised to take a broom and sweep it
Terrestrial TV antennainstallers have learned off if they can reach the installation. The
the benefits of using a few pence of weather alternative is to lose srgnalto the moisture in the
proofing sealantat the time of installation.
snow / ice until the weather walrns up.
A modem DBS / DTH home installationhas
but one RF-sensitive cable exposed; the RG6 FEED BUILT-IN
famity of cable (with F' series connector) that
The earliest dish systernsrequired assemblyof
plugs into the rear of the LNB/F and carries the an LNA (low noise amplifier) and feed at the
IF signal indoors. First of all" two piece F' focal point. The down converter that changed
series connectors are out: Only use those rated the 3.7-4.2 GHz energr to an IF was done at
for outdoor use, with an integral crimp or 'O' the receiver and the LNA powered the C band
ring attached. The outdoor rated corurectors enerry through large diameter, low loss coax
provide either a rubber boot that pulls down inside to the receiver.
over the fitting or a rubber sealing'gasket'that
This was supersededby LNBs; a combination
goes onto the fitting just before crimping. Even low noise amplifier( LNA) and down converter
the slightest amount of moisture in a I to 2 which was then married to the separate feed
GHz fitting will shut you down. Taping over the antsnna systern. The inward bound signal was
fitting in lieu of properly protecting it is a bad now at IF as it left the dish feed area rather than
mistake as moisture condensesinside of the tape at C band and smaller diameter, higher loss
and leaks into the fittins.
cablesbecamethe normPower and sensor connections for an
More recently, the LNB has become an
actuator, the LNB probe or other functions LNBF or LNF; low noise block down converter
should be sealed with a silicone sealant. All with feed built in. At this point the installer
43.4 dB for a 1.5 metre'flat plate' at Ku. The
beauty of a flat plate antenna is that it can be
mounted flushty against a north-facing exterior
wall with no complicated mounting hardware.
Today, the technolory is onty in prototype
form, the costs are unknown, and the
demonstrationsof performance have been done
only by the antenna's developers: Flat Antenna
Company, Stansted EssexSelection of a proper feed for a sphericalor
'shaped' reflector
becomes very important to
performance. Old fashioned parabola feeds
were designed to illuminate a full circle of
reflector surface; spherical feeds designed to
illuminate a segment of a parabola (tvpicalty
taller than they are wide) while a 'shaped
segment' requires yet a third feed illumination
design.
Boffom line? You select the proper f-eed
based upon the reflector design. And if you
select the wrong feed you will be tossing away
severalvery important dBs of gain.
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deals with one source for a single part that
includes all of the feed, polarisation switching
low noise amplification and block down
conversion hardware.
This reduces the number of parts the installer
must inventory simplifies the wiring of the feed
electronics to the receiver, and reduces costs
rather dramatically.
ALL OF THIS SAYS...
Although Ku band equipment began as
simpb C band equipment reduced in size by
l/3rd from C band, the sizeablenumber of Ku
band systems sold has brought forward
innovative engineering which has yet to be
duplicated at C band. In many sases, such as
the shaped spherical reflectors, the difference in
frequency (C band wavelengths being three
times as long as Ku band) will stop the Ku
innovations from becoming important at C.
THE ADDRESSABLE INTERFACE
The original C and Ku receivers were
designed to receive television transmissions in
one or more transmission formats; PAL, NTSC
or SECAM. Changes occurred as the
transmissionparametersmatured.
When a satellite hansponder was 36 MHz
'wide'and carried
only a single TV programme
channef the receivers were designed to this
'standard.' When it becamepractical
to fit a pair
of telwision prograrnme hansmissionsinto a 36
MHz
wids
channel (each occupying
approximatety 18 MHz of 'space'), the receiver
designs upgraded to allow some form of user
adjustablebandwidth; a switclg or a'continuous
bandwidth change'control.
With the advent of 54 MFIz wide (Ku)
transponders, receiver designs changed again.
Although it was always possible to use the full
54 MHz bandwidth for transmission of a single
TV programme, this was not cost effective. So
European Ku band birds with 54 MHz wide
transponderscarry a pair of 27 lt&Iz wide video
signals; half of the transponder to each
prograrnme channel. Once again, receiver

designshad to change to allow the user to select
either the lower half or the 'upper half of the
transponder.
Here in the Pacific, PanAmSat PAS-2 has
both C and Ku transponders.In the C portion 4
ne 64 MHz wide while 12 ne 36 MHz wide.
In actual use, the 64 l\tftIz wide transponders
will (if they carry video) be split in lower and
upper hafues of 32 MHz each. The 36 l\tfrIz
wide C band transponders are likety to be used
at firll width (36 MHz) for a single analogue
programme each.
The Ku band portion of PAS-2 has 4
transponders with 65 MHz width and lz
transponderswith 54 MHz width. The 65 MHz
bandwidth transpondeni may see vsry little use
for analogue video; for digital video one 65
MFIz wide transponder could provide as many
as 7 'broadcast quality' programme service
channels, or as many as 14 'cable quality'
prograrnme channels. The 54 MHz wide
transponders can provide a pair of analogue
programming channels, eaclq from day-one or
up to 6 broadcast quality &gtal I 12 cable
quality digital.
For analogue receptiorq the receiver's IF
bandwidth must match the satellite'stransmitted
bandwidth. The range, the4 is from a minimum
of 22 MHz wide (65 divided by 3) to a
maximum of 36 MHz wide.
The most
common analoguebandwidth at C is likety to be
36 MFIz; at Kq 27 Nftlz.
The basic satellite receiver does not really
care whether the incoming signal originates at C
or Ku since the input frequency range on the
receiveris in the 900 / 950 to 1400 / 1450 (up
to 2100) MHz range. The LNB (LNF et al)
determines the actual frequency range sent to
the receiver and the incoming range to the LNB
is chosen by selecting whether you wish C or
Ku reception. At this stage of technolory, C
and Ku require separateLNBs and may require
separate feeds- Thus even if the same dish
(reflector surface) is used for both bands, and
the same receiver is used for both bands, in
between these two points there must be a single
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band LNB and probabt"vtwo single band feed
antennas.
None of this focuseson the addressabilityof
each receiver. Our experiencewith 'electronic
addressing'to date has been limited to the SKY
Network News Datacom Videocrypt 'card
authorisation system' (see Coop's Technologr
Digest: issue 9404, p.29; 9405, p.29; 94O7,
p.38). The concept is dead-simple.Programmers earn money by selling programming.
Authorised viewers pay a fee and by some
electronic technique the authorised viewer's
decoder is turned on when money has been
paid, turned offrvhen it has not been paid. The
addressing systems in use can turn on specific
receivers for specific channels for specific
periods of time.
Videocrypt functions by providing authorised
viewers with a plastic card that is fifled with
sub-miniature electronics. The card has :ul
addressable 'numbet' unique to that card. The
viewer has a decoder box provided by the
prograrnmer which is capable of descrambling
(decoding) the scrambled transmissions when
the box is 'unlocked' with a special lcey.' The
plastic electronic authorisation card contains the
hey' but this key'is further protectedwith the
electronic equivalent of a combination lock
tumbler.
To 'unlock'the 'key'the decoderbox requires
a set of numbers. These numbers are
hansmitted by SKY within its prograrnme
material. Each authorisedcar{ when inserted
into the decoder box, becomes a part of the

MHzWIDE

electronic circuit of the decoder box. The
authorisation card has a part of the numbers
permanentty in memory; the rest of the
'combination' is transmitted
to the decoder, is
routed through the memory of the authorisation
card, and rvhen humbers match' between the
hansmitted instructions and the card's
permanent
memory
instructions,
the
combination lock opons?the key turns on the
decoderand the viewer has pictures.
The ability to 'address'each subscriberis basic
to subscription television operation. Thus it is
no surprise that receiver manufacfureru now
offer receivers with the same basic desrgn
featwes of the SKY decoder box built into the
receiverproper.
The only item missing at this point is the
authorisation card.
So just as the original low noise amplifier
(LNA) grew into an LNB and then to an LNF,
the receiver which began life as a simple IF strip
covering 900-1400 MHz has developed into a
microprocessor based dish controller with
polarisation, bandwidth and audio parameters
for each channel'in memory', plus it has added
the basic addrsssablefunctions as well.
There is an unknown elernent, however, for
New ZealandinstallersAs of earty in Juty (199a) the exact encoding
scheme to be employed by DTH prografirmers
has not been announced.This is ultimateh an
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important decision since there are at least four
widely used encoding formats in the world and
each is sufficiCIrt$ unique that a receiver
designed for one of these formats will not
function with any of the other three. Therefore,
to select receiversfor sale in New Zealand the
installer has to be certain the decoding portion
of the receiver will suit the encoding format
used by the programmer(s). Manufacturers
designatereceivers which either come equipped
with decoders,or which have been designedto
allow a modular decoder to be installed inside
of the receiver at a later date as an IRD:'
integrated receiver descrambler.
As a practical mafter, receivers without any
decoding ability can be adapted with outboard
decoders after the fact. In Europe where three
separate encoding schemes are in use, some
satellite viewers have one receiver and three
separate decoders: one for each format(!).
There is nothing desirable about having three
separate decoders stacked up on top of the
television set, but it is an option none the less.
REPRESENTING THE PROGRAMMERS
SKY Network terrestrial distribution contracts
out subscriber installations to installation
companies. However, any dealer may install a
SKY system and in fringe are:lsnon-appointedby-SKY installers conduct the majority of the
installation basis. Whether SKY will besome a
part of the satellite DTH marketplace is
conjecture only at this point (see CTD: 94W,
p.27).On the assumptionSKY does become a
satellite-direct programming selice,
it is
probable the firm will follow the terrestrial
service procedure and appoint installing
contractors in geographic regions.
Whether 'SKY Satellite Direct' happens or
not there will be other DTH prograrnmers on
satellite. Some will b€ 'in the clear' (Trinity
Broadcasting a religious-famity service network
with headquartersin I-os Angeles is expectedon
PAS-2 by this October; for example),but most
will ernploy some form of encoding. The
subscription service programmers not affiated

with SKY (if SKY does go satellite-direct,it is
likety two or more TVNZ packaged programme
channels will also be offered 'in thE same
package') will look to installing dealers to
kepresCIrf them as well; a subject discussed in
some detail at the opening of this report.
Dealers thsn will be offered the opportunity to
not only earn income from the sale and
servicing of home dish systems, but also as
'salesagents'for
the software (programming) as
well.
THE CUSTOMER TV INTERFACE
The satellite TV 'receiver' contains no CRT
nor speaker; it delivers traseband video and
audio' to a pair of output ports. Viewers with
large screen, high-end television receivers will
have the best displays by plugging directty into
these receiver outputs and tape recording is best
done from here as well.
The receiver itself is fair$ transparent to
terrestrial / satellite broadcasting format. It rvill
process PAL or NTSC or SECAM without
really cming what the format may have been
originally.
But the interface to a DBS / DTH subscriber's receiver typicalty requires an RF
'modulated' signal.
For this reason virtually all
receiversprovide a local-terrestrial-format (PAL
in our case) modulator which outputs in the
band V region arourd our channel 39. Now a
PAL input signal at C or Ku comes out via the
built-in modulator as PAL and the TV set plays
the signal as it would any other PAL band V

sfunal.
NTSC and SECAM signals require baseband
'transcoding;'
a problem we are unlike$ to
experience on PAS-2 since the services there
will b€ PAL to begin with. Transcoders have
been available for more than a decade for those
C band installations requiring same.
TECH BULLETIN 94057
The next Tech Bulletin (October 17) focuses
on commercial (motel et al) satellite systems.
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SITE INSTALL STEPS
a) Know the site. In uneven terrain the site
for the dish must be 'proofed' before an
installation can be assured.For each site there is
a known azimuth (direction to the satellite with
true-north as 0 degrees)and a known elevation
angle (number of degrees above the (flaD
horizon the dish will point when the azimuth of
the dish is pointed at the satellite).
n)@youcanstandat
the site and 'survey'the hills, trees, buildings in
the 'satellite arc' reglon. With an inclinometer
you can sight along the edge while holding the
inclinometer at the proper (indicated) elevation
angle to approximate the 'pathway' to the
satellite and at the correct azimuth angle. Ifyour
'sighting along
the edge'of the inclinometer runs
you into an obstruction (hill, big trees, building)
try changing location. Ku band stgnalswill not
penetrate hills or buildings, and most trees will
cost you valuable dBs of si$al. From the
proposed location of the dish to the intended
satellite(s)you need a clear,unobstructedview.
NOTE: Satellite 'survey Tools' are
commercially available that combine azimuth
and elevation adjustments to allow you to
quickly perform these c.hecks.
c) A test antenna brought to a site, installed
on a trailer, will have the disadvantageof being
close to the ground. Most (Ku) satellite dishes
will attach to the side of a building or at the roof
line. Testing from a ground-based trailer may
not always be practicaf especiallyin areaswith
hearryvegetation.
d) The larger the antenna, the more complex
locating the satellite will be. The size of the
antenna determines its gafuL but as the gain
increasesthe antennafront 'pattem'narrows or
sharpens significantly. Representative beamwidths for three Ku anterura sizes suggest the
increasing aiming difficulty with larger dishes.
1.83m/Ku

l2m/Ku

0.9m/Ku

1.0degrees

1.65degrees

2.1degrees

REPRESENTATIVE
Ku DISH BEAMWIDTHS

NORTH

P2l PAS-2
Bl/Optus 81
Cl/Palapa C1
A2l AsiaSat A.2

e) Qugstionable sites can be studied on paper
by standing at the intended dish location, and
using a compass plus inclinometer ('Siting
Tool') plot the clearanceof satelliteelevationsto
various present/fufure satellites. In example
above Cl and '4.2 are 1995 era (new) C-band
satellites(CTD: 9312. p.Z).
0 By knowing two co-ordinates (elevation
and azimuth) you can boresight the satellite
using
appropriate antenna-set-up tools.
Elevation is usually easiestto veri$ (using an
inclinometer) while accurate azimuth (corrected
for true north) can be more difficult.
This suggestsuse of a 'search pattern' where
the dish is adjusted first for elevation and you
then do +l- 5 l7Odegree'sweeps'ofthe azimuth
direction search for the satellite. With a 1.2m
dish if you come within 2 degreesof the actual
satellite, you will see an indication of it and can
then 'zero in'. The receiver must be pre-set to
the known active satellite transponder, and the
polarity of the feed set before the searchbegins.
Seediagram.
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